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Abstract: 

Recently, the attention of researchers had attracted to the privacy preserving techniques, as lots of incidence has been reco rded 

with the misuse of important data in many sectors like government, business, hospital etc. where information about individuals 

were maintain. In microdata releases, main task is to protect the privacy of data subjects. Microaggregation perturbs the data and 

additional masking allows refining data utility in many ways, like increasing data granularity, to avoid discretization o f numeric al 

data, to reduce the impact of outliers. From a representational perspective, the central question is how we can effectively p resent 

informat ion to the user as per their need and access permission, as well as how system incorporates them in  database. From a 

computational perspective, we can look at how every system can efficiently process encoding in the context of database. The 

purpose of this survey is to provide a framework for p lacing existing works in perspective and highlight critical open challenges 

to serve as a springboard for researchers in database systems. This survey organizes study around k-anonymous data sets where 

identity of each subject is h idden within a group of k subjects. And discuss about the role base access control mechanism and 

functioning. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

Data anonymizat ion is a fo rm of informat ion refinement 

whose intent is privacy protection. It is the process of either 

converting or removing personally recognizab le information, 

so that the individuals whom the data describe remain  

unknown. Creat ing an anonymized data set that is suitable for 

public release is basically a matter of finding a good stability 

between exposer risk and informat ion loss. To provide highest 

utility  for user, system must have to release the original data 

set, which suffers the maximum disclosure risk for the 

subjects in the data set.  K-Anonymity is the o ldest among the 

syntactic privacy models. Models in this type address the 

trade-off between confidentiality and utility by requiring the 

anonymized data set to follow a specific arrangement that is 

known to limit the risk of disclosure. Yet, the method to be 

used to generate such an anonymized data set is not specified 

by the privacy model and must be selected to maximize data 

utility (because satisfying the model already ensures privacy). 
 

II. BACKGROUND 
 

Statistical offices release two types of data through their 

numerical dataset i.e. tabular dataset and micro-dataset. In 

both type of dataset data distribution must be done in a way 

that does not lead to disclosure of indiv idual information but 

maintain the informat ion content as possible. Hence, 

microdata dissemination is a much more recent activity.  
 

Database:  
 

Consider a database table D (a1, a2, . . . , an). The quasi-

identifier (qi) of D is a subset of its attributes, {a1, a2, . . . , ad} 

⊆ {a1, a2, . . . , an} that can, joined with other external 

database, reveal the identities of the tuples involved. An 

Equivalence Outer Class (EOC) is a group of published tuples 

that have the same (generalized) qi values. One of the 

attributes of D is a sensitive attribute (SA), that DB satisfies t-

closeness if and only if the difference of the distribution of its 

SA in any EOC from its distribution in the whole table does 

not exceed a given threshold t.  
 

Information loss:  
 

Information loss actually depends on the data uses to be 

supported by the masked data [10]. Information loss mainly  

happens at the time of data encoding/masking and decoding. 

The ration of informat ion loss metric must be small.  
 

Observed work:  
 

Trials are conducted to obtain tuples of the form (method, 

params, risk, loss), where params are the input parameters to 

method, risk is the ratio of identified records in  the test 

dataset, and loss is the informat ion loss [10]. Given risk, it is 

possible to find method and params such that risk (loss, 

method (params)) is nominal (at least over the set of available 

tuples). 
 

III. NEED OF PRIVACY PRES EVATION 

TECHNIQUES  
 

A main class of privacy attacks on relational data is to re-

identify individuals by join ing a published table containing 

sensitive data with some external tables modeling background 

knowledge of attackers. To conflict the re-identification 

attacks, k-anonymity method was proposed [1]. Specifically, a  

data set is said to be k –anonymous if, on the quasi-identifier 

attributes each record is indistinguishable from at least (k-1) 

other records. The larger the value of k, the better the 

confidentiality is protected. In the context of k-anonymizat ion 

problems, a microdata set is a table with n rows and m 

columns. Each row of the table represents a record relating to 

a specific member and the entries in the various rows need not 

be unique. The values in  the various columns are the values of 

attributes associated with the members.  
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Table.1. the table is a non-anonymized database consisting 

of the Income records 

Name Age  Gender Country 
Marital 
Status Salary 

      
      

Ramsha 29 Female 
United-
Sta tes Divorced 20K 

      

Yadu 24 Female Germany 
Never-
Married 50K  

      

Salima  28 Female Mexico Married 20K  
      

Sunny 27 Male  
United-
Sta tes Married 50K 

      

Joan 24 Male  Germany 

Married-
civ-
spouse  10K 

      

 

For example these attribute value get preprocessed to 

anonymized dataset by using suppression method, 

generalization method and classify attributes into identifiers, 

quasi-identifiers, confidential attributes and other attributes. k-

anonymity requires each record in the anonymized data set to 

be indistinguishable from another k _ 1 records as far as the 

quasi-identifier attributes are concerned. 

 

Table. 2. Anonymized Dataset 

Na m e  Age  G e nd er  Country 

Marital 

Status Salary 

      
      

* 

20   < Age <= 

30 Female 

Uni ted -

S tates Divorced  * 

* 

20 <  Age <=  

30 Female Germ any  

Never-

Married  * 

* 

20 <  Age <= 

30 Female M exic o  M a rri ed  * 

* 

20  < Age <= 

30 Male  

Uni ted -

S tates M a rri ed  * 

* 

20 <  Age  

<=30 Male  Germ any  

M a rri ed-

civ-

spo us e  * 

 

IV. RELATED WORK 

 

Jordi Soria-Comas, Josep Domingo-Ferrer, Fellow, IEEE, 

David S_anchez, and Sergio  Mart_ınez,” t-Closeness through 

Microaggregation: Strict Privacy with Enhanced Utility 

Preservation”, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON KNOW LEDGE 

AND DATA ENGINEERING, VOL. 27, NO. 11, 

NOVEMBER 2015. In this work, author have proposed and 

evaluated the use of microaggregation as a technique to attain 

k-anonymous t-closeness. The a priori remunerations of 

microaggregation versus generalizat ion recoding and local 

suppression have been discussed. Global recoding may recode 

additional than needed, whereas local recoding complicates 

data analysis by mixing together values corresponding to 

dissimilar levels of generalization. Also, recoding creates a 

greater loss of granularity of the data, is more affected by 

outliers, and changes algebraic values to ranges. Regarding 

local suppression, it complicates data analysis with missing 

values and is not obvious to combine with recoding in order to 

decrease the volume of generalization. Microaggregation is 

free from all the above downsides. They proposed and 

evaluated three different microaggregation based algorithms to 

generate k-anonymous t-close data sets. The first one is a 

simple merging step that can be run after any 

microaggregation algorithm. The other two algorithms, k-

anonymity-first and t-closeness-first, take the t-closeness 

requirement into account at the moment of cluster format ion 

during microaggregation. The t-closeness first algorithm 

considers t-closeness earliest and provides the best results: 

smallest average cluster size, s mallest SSE for a g iven level of 

t-closeness, and shortest run time [1]. J 

 

ianneng Cao, Panagiotis Karras, Panos Kalnis, Kian-Lee Tan 

propose a “SABRE: a Sensitive Attribute Bucket ization and 

Redistribution framework for t-closeness”, May 2009. This 

paper proposed SABRE, a different framework for 

distribution-aware microdata anonymizat ion based on the t-

closeness princip le. In this work author explain the need of 

microdata privacy and cover the gap with SABRE, a SA 

Bucketizat ion and REdistribution framework for t-closeness. 

SABREfirst greedily  divide a table into buckets of parallel SA 

values and then redistributes the tuples of each bucket into 

dynamically determined ECs. They explained that this 

approach is expedited by a property of the Earth Mover’s  

Distance (EMD) that employ as a measure of distribution 

closeness: If the tuples in  an EC are picked proportionally  to 

the sizes of the buckets they hail from, then the EMD of that 

EC is strongly upper-bounded using localized  upper bounds 

derived for each bucket. Their work shown that if the t-

closeness constraint is properly followed during partitioning, 

then it is obeyed by the derived ECs too. They improve two 

instantiations of SABRE and extend it to a streaming situation. 

Extensive experimental evaluation demonstrates that SABRE 

achieves information quality superior to schemes that merely  

applied algorithms tailored for other prototypes to t-closeness, 

and can be much quicker as well. They determine as, SABRE 

provides the best known resolution of the tradeoff between 

privacy, information quality, and computational efficiency 

with a t-closeness guarantee in mind [2].  

 

Josep Domingo-Ferrer,” Hybrid microdata using micro  

aggregation” 10 April 2010. Researcher has presented a new 

hybrid data group method whose goal is to produce hybrid 

microdata sets that can be free with low disclosure risk           

and acceptable data utility. The method combines 

microaggregation and any synthetic data generator. Depending 

on a single integer parameter k, it  can yield data which are 

very adjacent to the orig inal data (or even the original data 

themselves if k = 1) or wholly synthetic data (when k is equal 

to the number of records in the data set). Thus, the 

parameterization of the method is simpler and more intuit ive 

for users than in the hybrid data generation alternatives 

proposed so far. For the part icular case of numerical 

microdata, shown that the hybrid data set obtained preserves 

the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the original data 

set. Furthermore, if a  worthy microaggregation heuristic 

yielding a s mall intracluster variance is used: Approximate 

preservation of third-order central moments has been verified;  

Approximate preservation of fourth-order central moments has 

been empirically exposed;  For subdomains (i.e. data subsets), 

approximate preservation of means, variances, covariances, 
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and third-order and fourth-order central moments has been 

empirically p resented; this feature was not open by the current 

hybrid or synthetic data generation methods in the      

literature. Last but not least, compared to p lain  mult ivariate 

microaggregation, the new method offers better data utility for 

confidential attributes (due to variance and covariance 

preservation) and at the same time it achieves a lower 

disclosure threat [3]. 

 

Josep Domingo-Ferrer, Jordi Soria-Comas, “From t-closeness 

to differential privacy and vice versa in  data 4 

anonymization”, 11 November 2014. This paper has 

highlighted and exploited several links between k-anonymity, 

t-closeness and e-differential privacy. These models are more 

related than believed so far in  the case of data set 

anonymization. On the one hand author have introduced the 

concept of stochastic t-closeness, which, in its place of being 

based on the empirical d istribution like classic t-closeness, is 

based on the distribution induced by a stochastic function that 

alters the confidential attributes. They have shown that k-

anonymity for the quasi-identifiers joint with e-differential 

privacy for the trusted attributes yields stochastic t-closeness, 

with a function of e, the size of the data set and the size of the 

similarity classes. This result shows that differential privacy is 

robust than t-closeness as a privacy notion. From a pract ical 

point of view, it provides a way of generating an    

anonymized data set that fulfills both (stochastic) t-closeness 

and differential privacy. On  the other hand, they have 

demonstrated that the k-anonymity family of models is great 

enough to achieve e-differential p rivacy in the context of data 

set anonymization, provided that a few reasonable 

assumptions on the intruder’s side knowledge hold. They have 

shown that expðe=2Þ-closeness implies e-differential privacy. 

Apart from partit ioning into equivalence classes, a prior 

bucketizat ion of the values of the confidential attribute is 

required. The optimal size o f the buckets and the optimal size 

of equivalence classes have been determined [4].  

 

Ninghui Li, Tiancheng Li, Suresh Venkatasubramanian, “t -

Closeness: Privacy Beyond k-Anonymity and _-Diversity”, 

2007 IEEE. In this paper the stated as, While k-anonymity 

protects against identity disclosure, it does not provide 

sufficient protection against attribute disclosure.The notion of 

diversity attempts to solve this problem by requiring that each 

equivalence class has at least well-represented values for each 

sensitive attribute. They have shown that diversity has a 

number of limitations and have proposed a novel privacy 

notion called t-closeness, which requires that the distribution 

of a sensitive attribute in any equivalence class is close to the 

distribution of the attribute in the overall table (i.e., the 

distance between the two distributions should be no more than 

a threshold t). One key novelty of approach is that they 

separate the information gain an observer can get from a 

released data table into two parts: that about all population in  

the released data and that about specific indiv iduals. This 

enables to limit only  the second kind of information gain. 

They use the Earth Mover Distance measure for t-closeness 

requirement; this has the advantage of taking into 

consideration the semantic closeness of attribute values [5].  

 

J. Domingo-Ferrer and V. Torra “A quantitative comparison 

of disclosure control methods for microdata. In  

Confidentiality, Disclosure and Data Access: Theory and 

Practical applications for Statistical Agencies”. There is a 

plethora of statistical disclosure control (SDC) methods to 

protect microdata. Th is paper provides guidance in choosing a 

particular SDC method by comparing other methods r 5 on the 

basis of both informat ion loss and disclosure risk. Informat ion 

loss can be readily quantified using analytical measures (either 

generic or data-use-specific). It  is far more difficult to  assess 

disclosure risk in a way that is both analytical and applicable 

to all methods. For this reason, this paper approaches to 

disclosure risk evaluation is empirical, based on re-

identification experiments carried  out using record-linkage 

algorithms [11]. 

 

J. Domingo-Ferrer and J. M. Mateo-Sanz “Pract ical           

data-oriented microaggregation for statistical disclosure       

control”, IEEE. Author discussed about Microaggregation, 

microaggregation is a statistical d isclosure control technique 

for microdata disseminated in numerical databases. Individual 

records or data vectors are assembled  into small aggregates 

prior to publication. Each collection should contain at least k 

data vectors to avoid disclosure of individual information, 

where k is a constant value preset by the data protector. 

Author explained, no exact polynomial algorithms are known 

to date to microaggregate optimally, i.e., with minimal 

variability  loss. Methods in the literature rank data and 

partition them into groups of fixed-size; in the mult ivariate 

case, ranking is performed by project ing data vectors onto a 

single axis. In this paper, candidate optimal solutions to the 

multivariate and univariate microaggregation problems are 

characterized. In the univariate case, two heuristics based on 

hierarchical clustering and genetic algorithms are introduced 

which are data-oriented in that they try to preserve natural data 

aggregates. In the mult ivariate case, fixed-size and 

hierarchical clustering microaggregation algorithms are 

presented which do not require data to be projected onto a 

single dimension; such methods clearly reduce variability loss 

as compared to conventional multivariate microaggregation on 

projected data [7] . 

 

V. CONCLUS ION 

 

Above survey conclude the need of privacy preservation for 

sensitive database which  is availab le locally. For that 

anonymization must be done over data but with less data 

disturbance, without violating the importance of data value. 

Microaggregation perturbs the data and additional masking 

allows refin ing data utility in many ways, like increasing data 

granularity, to avoid discretization of numerical data, to 

reduce the impact of outliers. If the variability of the private 

data values in a group of k subjects is too small, k-anonymity 

does not provide protection against attribute disclosure. In my 

next  work, will be based on the Role based access control is 

assumed. The access control policies define selection 

predicates to roles. Then use the concept of imprecision bound 

for each  permission to define a threshold on the amount of 

imprecision that can be tolerated. So the proposed approach 

reduces the imprecision fo r each selection predicate.  
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